Modelling compositionality has been a longstanding area of research in the field of vector space semantics. The categorical approach to compositionality maps grammar onto vector spaces in a principled way, but comes under fire for requiring the formation of very high-dimensional matrices and tensors, and therefore being computationally infeasible. In this paper I show how a linear simplification of recursive neural tensor network models can be mapped directly onto the categorical approach, giving a way of computing the required matrices and tensors. This mapping suggests a number of lines of research for both categorical compositional vector space models of meaning and for recursive neural network models of compositionality.
Introduction
Vector space semantics represents the meanings of words as vectors, learnt from text corpora. In order to compute the meanings of multi-word phrases and sentences, the principle of compositionality is invoked. This is that for a sentence s = w 1 w 2 ...w n there should be a function f s that when applied to representations of the words w i , will return a representation of the sentence s: s = f s (w 1 , w 2 , ...w n ) One way to model meanings in a vector space is to use co-occurrence statistics [Bullinaria and Levy, 2007] . The meaning of a word is identified with the frequency with which it appears near other words. A drawback of this approach is Lewis that antonyms appear in similar contexts and, hence are indistinguishable. Another related difficulty is that vector spaces are notoriously bad for representing basic propositional logic. Nonetheless, the vector space model is highly successful in NLP. To model how words compose, a number of proposals have been made. These range from the simpler additive or multiplicative models given in Mitchell and Lapata [2010] to full-blown tensor contraction models [Coecke et al., 2010 , Maillard et al., 2014 . In between is the Practical Lexical Function model of Paperno et al. [2014] which uses matrices to form function words such as adjectives and verbs.
The categorical compositional distributional model of Coecke et al. [2010] implements compositionality by mapping each grammatical type to a corresponding vector space. Grammatical reductions between types are modelled as linear maps between these vector spaces. Well-typed sentences reduce to vectors in the sentence space S. Vectors for nouns are learnt using cooccurrence statistics in corpora. Adjectives and verbs can be learnt using multilinear regression Zamparelli, 2010, Grefenstette et al., 2013] , via a form of extensional composition [Grefenstette and Sadrzadeh, 2011] , or by using techniques that reduce the size of the vector space [Kartsaklis et al., 2012] .
Another way of building word meanings is via neural embeddings [Mikolov et al., 2013] . This strategy trains a network to predict nearby words by maximizing the probability of observing words in the neighbourhood of another. This is similar to the distributional idea, but rather than counting words, they are predicted. The prediction can happen in two directions: either a word is predicted from its context, called the continuous bag-of-words model, or the context is predicted from the word, called the skip-gram model. This method can then be extended to give a notion of compositionality. Recursive neural networks as used in Socher et al. [2013] and Bowman and Potts [2015] use a 'compositionality function' that computes the combination of two word vectors. This pairwise combination is applied recursively in a way that follows the parse structure of the phrase. The compositionality function has the structure of a feedforward neural network layer, possibly with additions such as a tensor layer. The parameters for the compositionality function and for the vectors themselves are trained using backpropagation.
The categorical approach maps nicely to formal semantics approaches. The role of verbs and adjectives as functions from the noun space to other spaces is clearly delineated. Words such as relative pronouns, whose meanings are not well modelled by distributional approaches, can be given a purely mathematical semantics. However, the representations of functional words soon become extremely large, so that learning, storing, and computing with these representations becomes infeasible. Another difficulty with this framework is that word types are fixed, so that there is no easy way to move between, say, noun meanings and verb meanings.
Neural network approaches in general do not have an explicit connection with formal semantics. In the case of recursive neural networks there is some connection, since the structure of the network respects the parse structure, but there is limited consideration of different grammatical types and how these might be used. Different grammatical types are all represented within the same vector space. Words that arguably have more of an 'information routing' function (such as pronouns, coordinators and so on) are also represented as vectors. However, these approaches are extremely successful. The word representations and the compositionality functions are more tractable than those of the full-blown tensor approach, and it is easy to consider a word vector as representing a number of different grammatical typesthe same vector can be used to represent the noun 'bank' in 'financial bank' and the verb 'bank' in 'bank winnings'. This paper shows how to understand a simplification of recursive neural networks within the categorical framework, namely, when the compositionality function is linear. Understanding recursive neural networks within this framework opens the door for us to use methods from formal semantics together with the neural network approach. I give an example of how we can express relative pronouns (words such as 'who') and reflexive pronouns ('himself') within the framework. This mapping also benefits the categorical approach. The high-order tensors needed for the categorical approach can be dispensed with, and word types can be made more fluid.
In the following, I firstly (section 2) give a description of categorical compositional vector space semantics. I go on to describe recursive neural networks and recursive neural tensor networks (section 3). In section 4 I show how linear recursive (tensor) networks can be given exactly the same structure as the categorical compositional model. Sections 5 and 6 outline the benefits of this analysis for each approach, and discuss how we can take the analysis further. In particular the possibility of reintroducing the non-linearity in recursive neural networks is considered.
Categorical Compositional Vector Semantics
In this section I describe elements of the category-theoretic compositional approach to meaning, as given in Coecke et al. [2010] , and show the general method by which the grammar category induces a notion of concept composition in the semantic category. An introduction to the kind of category theory used here is given in Coecke and Paquette [2011] . The outline of the general programme is as follows [Bolt et al., 2017]: 1. (a) Choose a compositional structure, such as a categorial grammar.
(b) Interpret this structure as a category, the grammar category.
Pregroup grammar
The description of pregroup grammars given follows that of Preller and Sadrzadeh [2011] . Whilst the details are slightly technical, the form of the grammar is very intuitive. Essentially we require a category that has types for nouns and for sentences, together with adjoint types, which are similar to inverses, a method for concatenating them, and morphisms that correspond to type reductions. The structure we desire for this category is termed compact closed. Details are given in Coecke et al. [2010] and Preller and Sadrzadeh [2011] .
The category G used for grammar is roughly as follows. The grammar is built over a set of types. We consider the set containing just n for noun and s for sentence. Each type has two adjoints x r and x l . Complex types can be built up by concatenation of types, for example x · y l · z r , and we often leave out the dot so xy = x · y. There is also a unit type such that x1 = 1x = x. Types and their adjoints interact via the following morphisms:
The morphisms ǫ r x and ǫ l x can be thought of as type reduction and the morphisms η r x and η l x can be thought of as type introduction. A string of grammatical types t 1 , ...t n is then said to be grammatical if it reduces, via the morphisms above, to the sentence type s. Example 1. Consider the sentence 'dragons breathe fire'. The nouns dragons and fire are of type n, and the verb breathe is given the type n r sn l . 'dragons breathe fire' therefore has type n(n r sn l )n. Then we have the following type reductions:
The above reduction can be given a neat graphical interpretation as follows:
dragons breathe fire
This diagrammatic calculus is fully explained in Coecke et al. [2010] , amongst others. Essentially we can think of the u-shaped 'cups' as type reductions, and calculations can be made by manipulating the diagrams as if they lie on a flat plane, maintaining numbers of inputs and outputs.
Mapping to vector spaces
We use the category FVect of finite dimensional vector spaces and linear maps, which is also compact closed. We describe a functor F : G → FVect that maps the noun type n to a vector space N , the sentence type s to S, the unit 1 to R, concatenation maps to ⊗, i.e., the tensor product of vector spaces, adjoints are lost, ǫ r p and ǫ l p map to tensor contraction, and η r p and η l p map to identity maps.
Example 2. Consider again the sentence 'dragons breathe fire'. The nouns dragons and fire have type n and so are represented in some vector space N of nouns. The transitive verb breathe has type n r sn l and, hence, is represented by a vector in the vector space N ⊗ S ⊗ N where S is a vector space modelling sentence meaning. The meaning of 'dragons breathe fire' is the outcome of applying the type reduction morphisms given in
i.e. sequences of tensor contractions, to the product
Lewis
This nicely illustrates the general method. The meaning category supplies vectors for dragons, breathe, and fire. The grammar category then tells us how to stitch these together. The essence of the method should be thought of as the diagram dragons breathe fire
where we think of the words as meaning vectors (2) and the wires as the map (1). Again, the 'cups' can be thought of as type reductions. Linear-algebraically, the map (1) and the diagram above are equivalent to the following. Suppose we have a set of basis vectors { − → e i } i . Define
where this last expression is a single vector in the sentence space.
Neural Network Models
Neural networks are used both as a way of building meaning vectors and as a way of modelling compositionality in meaning spaces. Mikolov et al. [2013] describes a pair of methods that build vectors by using context windows, and making predictions about the likely content of either the context window or the word itself. Phrases and sentences are represented in the same space as the words. To compute vectors for multi-word sentences and phrases, Socher et al. [2013] use tree-structured recursive neural networks. The phrases and sentences output by the network can then be used for various tasks, notably sentiment analysis. The sections below summarise recursive neural networks and recursive tensor neural networks. In the following sections we assume that words are represented as vectors in R n .
Recursive neural networks
Recursive neural networks (TreeRNNs) have a tree-like structure. When applied to sentences, the tree represents the syntactic structure of the sentence. A schematic of a recursive neural network is given in Figure 1 . The words of a sentence are represented as vectors. Words can be combined via the compositionality function g to form a parent vector. In the networks we discuss here, the parent vectors are of the same dimensionality as the input vectors, meaning that the compositionality function can be applied recursively according to the parse tree. The compositionality function and the input vectors themselves are learnt by error backpropagation. The compositionality function for a TreeRNN is usually of the form
and (− ·−) is tensor contraction. f 1 is a squashing function that is applied pointwise to its vector argument, for example f = tanh. The parent vector that forms the root of the tree is the representation of the whole sentence. Parent vectors within the tree represent subphrases of the sentence. The matrix M and the input vectors Lewis are learnt during training.
Recursive neural tensor networks
Recursive neural tensor networks (TreeRNTNs) are similar to TreeRNNs but differ in the compositionality function g. The function g is as follows:
where − → v i and (− · −) are as before, T ∈ R n ⊗ R n ⊗ R n and f 2 is a squashing function. Again, the input vectors, matrix M and tensor T are learnt during training.
Mapping between categorical and TreeRNN compositionality
It is now possible to model a simplifed version of TreeRNNs within the categorical vector space semantics of Coecke et al. [2010] . I show show how a linearized version can be modelled within FVect using pregroup grammar as the grammar category. With a (drastic) simplification of the compositionality function g TreeRNTN there is an immediate correspondence between the TreeRNTN model and a simplified version of the categorical model. We drop both the non-linearity and the matrix part of the function g, giving:
Now the tensor T is just a multilinear map, i.e., morphism in FVect, and we can therefore describe a direct translation between linear TreeRNTNs and categorical compositional vector space semantics with pregroups.
Recall that in the categorical model we had a nice diagrammatic calculus to represent the calculations we were making. We also had a schematic for the TreeRNNs. With the simplified compositionality function, we can translate that schematic into the diagrammatic calculus, shown in figures 2, 3, and 4.
These diagrams show how the interior of the verb has been has been analysed into two instances of the compositionality function wired together, with the verb vector − −−− → breathe as input. This means that rather than learn large numbers of parameters for each word in the lexicon, just one tensor comprising the compositionality function needs to be learnt, together with vectors in N for each word. This mapping can be carried out for other parts of speech. The representations of adjectives and intransitive verbs are given in figures 6 and 7, each requiring just one instance of 
Figure 3: The schematic translated into the diagrammatic calculus. The compositionality function g Lin is just a tensor with no nonlinearity applied.
the compositionality function. In section 5.2, we discuss how we can analyze other sorts of words such as relative pronouns and reflexive pronouns.
Benefits
In outlining this comparison a number of benefits arise. This section outlines benefits for the categorical model and then for RNN models. 
Categorical models
One of the main charges levelled at the categorical compositional distributional semantics mode is that the dimensionality of the tensors required is too high, and that training is too expensive. The correspondence I have outlined here gives an approach where the number of high-dimensional tensors to train is limited.
In the simplest case, one linear compositionality function could be learned, together with vectors for each word. The learning algorithm for this approach will be similar to strategies used for training recursive neural networks. The networks will therefore be as easy, or easier, to train than the TreeRNNs used by Socher et al. [2013] and Bowman and Potts [2015] . However, since the compositionality functions to train are now linear, the results obtained are unlikely to be as good as those obtained using full TreeRNNs. One strategy to alleviate this is as follows. Different compositionality functions could be used for different word types. So, for example, we would have functions g adj for an adjective, g iv and g tv for a transitive verb. For example, the functions for the adjective is
where − → v a is the vector of the adjective, − → v i is the vector of the intransitive verb, and − → v n is the vector of the noun. Using this strategy, the noun space and the sentence space can now be separated so that sentences no longer have to inhabit the same space as nouns.
A further benefit for the categorical model is that this approach alleviates the brittleness of the representations learnt. Rather than learning individual tensors for each functional word, we are simply learning a small number of compositionality functions. This means that we can switch between the noun 'bank' and the verb 'bank' simply by plugging the word vector bank into the relevant function.
Furthermore, since this approach is a simplification of the model of Coecke et al. [2010] , extensions of that model can also be applied. In particular, informationrouting words like relative pronouns can be modelled using the approaches outlined Lewis in . This is discussed further in the next section.
TreeRNN models
Although TreeRNNs have fewer parameters and more flexibility than the categorical vector space models, the compositional mechanism they use is 'one size fits all'. The TreeRNN approach as elaborated so far does not distinguish between content words such as 'dog','brown', and information routing words such as pronouns and logical words. The approach outlined here makes an explicit connection between formal semantics approaches in the form of pregroup grammars on the one hand, and neural network approaches for composition on the other. This means that we can use strategies from formal semantics to represent the meaning of information routing words. The benefit of doing so is two-fold. Firstly, it may improve training time, since the compositionality function will not have to encompass this aspect of composition. Secondly, by separating out some of the compositional mechanism, we make the behaviour of the network more transparent. The roles of certain words will be modelled as functions that do not need to be learnt. I give below two examples: relative pronouns as analysed in and reflexive pronouns. analyze relative pronouns by using the Frobenius algebra structure available on finite-dimensional vector spaces. Full details of how Frobenius algebras are defined and used are given in those papers, but briefly, we can consider these to introduce copying, merging, and deleting mechanisms into the semantics.
Relative pronouns
In FVect, any vector space V with a fixed basis { − → e i } i has a Frobenius algebra over it, explicitly given by:
Linear-algebraically, the ∆ morphism takes a vector and embeds it into the diagonal of a matrix. The µ morphism takes a matrix z ∈ W ⊗ W and returns a vector consisting only of the diagonal elements of z. If the matrix z is the tensor product of two vectors z = − → v ⊗ − → w , then µ(v ⊗ w) = v ⊙ w where (− ⊙ −) corresponds to pointwise multiplication. These operations extend to higher-order tensors.
In pregroup grammar, the word 'who' is given the type n r ns l n. Rather than learn parameters for an order 4 tensor, show how it can be given a purely mathematical meaning. This is shown diagrammatically below:
The word 'who' is equivalent to discarding the sentence part of the verb and pointwise multiplying the vectors for dragons and breathe fire.
Reflexive Pronouns
Reflexive pronouns are words such as 'himself'. These words also have an information routing role. In a sentence like John loves himself, we want the content of John to be copied out and routed to the object of the verb. The pregroup type of the pronoun 'himself' can be given as ns r n rr n r s. We can give the reflexive pronoun a purely mathematical semantics as follows:
John loves himself

=
John loves
The reflexive pronoun takes in the noun, copies it, and plugs it into both the subject and the object of the verb, and returns the resulting sentence.
This treatment of reflexive and relative pronouns is part of a larger programme, relating vector space models of meaning and formal semantics. The idea is that some words can be thought of as 'information routing' -they move information around a sentence, and at least part, if not all, of their meaning should be purely mathematical. In contrast, information-carrying words like nouns and adjectives, have meaning determined by co-occurrence, rather than by a mathematical function. In the TreeRNN approach, this distinction is not made, meaning that the compositionality function learnt must take into account both statistical and information-routing kinds of meaning. The proposal here is that information-routing words can be un-
Conclusions and Further Work
The aim of this paper is to set out a mapping between the categorical compositional vector space semantics of Coecke et al. [2010] and the recursive neural network (TreeRNN) models of Socher et al. [2013] and Bowman and Potts [2015] . I have shown how a linear version of TreeRNNs can be modelled directly within the categorical model. This gives a strategy for simplifying the training for the categorical model, and also means that the categorical model is more flexible in its word representations. Since a linearized neural network is not going to be as successful as a standard network, I have also suggested learning individual networks for individual grammatical types, as a way of improving performance whilst still requiring many fewer parameters than the standard categorical model. Modelling TreeRNNs within the categorical framework means that we can use ideas from formal semantics to simplify networks. I have shown how relative pronouns and reflexive pronouns can be analysed as having a purely mathematical semantics. This means that the networks learnt do not need to take this sort of compositionality into account. Furthermore, using the purely mathematical semantics when available means that the networks are more transparent. With analysis of these words, the compositionality function learnt can specialise to contentful words, rather than information routing words.
Further work
Section 4 showed how we can express a linear version of TreeRNTNs within the categorical compositional vector space model. However, using only linear transformations limits what these networks can do. Ongoing work is to examine how non-linearity can be reintroduced, by changing the categorical framework in which we work. The most promising avenue seems to be to change to monoidal biclosed categories and Lambek categorial grammar.
There are a number of other avenues for further work to be considered. On the implementation side:
• The performance of linear TreeRNNs can be tested against the usual categorical apporaches to learning words.
• The performance of linear TreeRNNs with specialised word-type networks can be tested against standard TreeRNNs.
• The performance of TreeRNNs with formally analyzed information-routing words can be tested.
• The effects of switching between word types can be investigated.
On the theoretical side:
• The analysis of reflexive pronouns can be extended to other pronouns and anaphora.
• Investigating meanings of logical words and quantifiers.
• Extending the analysis to other types of recurrent neural network such as long short-term memory networks or gated recurrent units.
